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ST HUBERTUS HUNTING TOURS 

 
 

OFFER N. 5/2018 - PRE-BOOKING 2019 

MOUFLON HUNTING IN WESTERN BOHEMIA  

3000 HECTARES FREE RANGE 

 

 
Mouflons in  this hunting area during winter time 

 

HUNTING AREA 

Free range sizing 3000 hectares are set in amazing natural area in Western Bohemia 

well-known for its good hunting prospects. Soft hilly grounds are mainly covered with 

mixed forests, bushes, meadows, fields and some ponds. These open grounds boast good 

population of mouflons with trophies up to 210-215 CIC Points. Beyond mouflons there 

is an excellent population of following games: Japanese Sika deer  (many stags with 

medal trophies are hunted during each hunting season),  red deer (trophies up to silver 

medal), mouflons (trophies up to 210-215 CIC Points), wild boars (tusker up to 150-180 

kg). There is also a small population of fallow deer. We strongly recommend 3-4 

hunting days in this hunting area able to satisfy the most demanding hunters. All our 

guests were very pleased with their hunt and they were astonished by beauty of 

landscape, great abundance of games and nice trophies. Last but not least they 

appreciated high standard organization of hunting days by professional guide who 

perfectly know hunting area). Hunt is usually arranged as still hunting.              
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 Hunt is possible also in fenced area sizing 100 hectares where you find a population of 

red deer, fallow deer and mouflons with high genetic qualities. Red stag trophies reach 

240-250 CIC points, fallow buck trophies 220 CIC and mouflon ram trophies 230 CIC.   

  

 
A view of hunting area 

 

OUR OFFER 

FIXED CHARGES  

 

3 HUNTING DAYS – 4 NIGHTS IN HOTEL  

 

- Administration Fee: 

- Hunting guide 

- Czech hunting license and insurance 

- 5 nights in Hotel with breakfast – single room 

 

Total amount per hunter: 360 € 

Rifle Rental: 110 €  

 

 

 

4 HUNTING DAYS – 5 NIGHTS IN HOTEL  

 

- Administration Fee 

- Hunting guide 

- Czech hunting license and insurance 

- 5 nights in Hotel with breakfast – single room 

-  

 

Total amount per hunter: 450 €  

Rifle Rental: 110 €  
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A Gold Medal Mouflon Trophy 

Hunted in area of this offer in November 2017 

by Mr. Sten from Norway 

 

MOUFLON PRICE LISTS 

 

Bronze medal: 185 - 194,99 CIC 

Silver medal: 195 - 04,99    CIC  

Gold medal: 205,00 + 

Sheep: 90 €  

Lamb: 70 €  

 

Trophy game - mouflon - CIC points EUR* 

Up to 150 440 

150,01-155 575 

155,01-160 675 

160,01-165 730 

165,01-170 800 

170,01-175 880 

175,01-180 950 

180,01-185 1100 

185,01-190 1400 

190,01-195 1495 

    195,01-200 1650 

    200,01-205 2050 

   205,01 -210  2450 

210 + CIC Points: 2450 € + 180 € each additional CIC Points  

Wounding rams 470 

Wounding sheep, lamb 50 

Trophy preparation by boiling and blanching 40 

Cutting of head with neck for the taxidermy 35 

Skin 40 
 

ACCOMODATION 

SMALL FAMILY HOTEL 
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A pleasant stay is  provided by a small pension near hunting area. Housing a charming 

restaurant with wooden beams and a vaulted ceiling, this Hotel is situated in the heart 

of a small town near to hunting area. The rooms, which are located on the first and 

second floor, are equipped with TVs and the private bathrooms come with showers and 

hairdryers. Free Wi-Fi access is available and there are free parking spaces in front of 

the building. The restaurant serves typical Czech dishes as well as international cuisine. 

Hotel is 15 km away from the spa town Mariánské Lázně. Our offers includes 4 or 5 

nights in a single room with breakfast. Lunch and dinner a la carte. To follow some 

pictures of Hotel. 
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ACCOMMODATION FOR DEMANDING CLIENTS  

 

We can arrange a high standard stay in 2 nice Spa-Hotel-Spa (4 and 5 stars Hotel) at 
Mariánské Lázně. Prices on demand based on kind of rooms and wellness-package. Good prices 

for clients of St. Hubertus Hunting Tours. 

 

4 STARS SPA-HOTEL 

Set in a traditional spa building from IX century, this Health Spa Resort features its 

own on-site mineral spring, as well as a wellness and a fitness centre and an extended 

variety of spa facilities and treatments. Guests can choose from the mineral water 

drinking procedures, massages, mud/pack, electrotherapy and acupuncture.  

Dry carbon baths and mineral baths are further medical services offered, and a 

professional team of doctors is present on site. There are also original Roman baths 
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from 1890 with 3 pools, hot tubs, a sauna, a steam bath, a sanarium (low heat sauna) 

and a Kneipp area with a small lake. Beauty treatments, hair studio and manicure are 

also available. All rooms are equipped with a TV and a refrigerator. Each unit also 

contains a private bathroom, provided with free toiletries and bathrobes. Breakfast and 

dinner are buffet style, while lunch comes by menu. Czech and international cuisine 

are served. The lobby bar invites you to relax there throughout the day, and enjoy 

regular dance evenings and jazz or piano concerts. Parking is possible at a location 100 

m from the property and comes for an extra charge.  
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5 STARS SPA/ HOTEL 

 

A deluxe stay provided by an exclusive resort with extensive spa and wellness facilities. 

Built in 1911 by a well-known German architect, this luxurious 5-stars Hotel in 

Mariánské Lázně has undergone extensive reconstruction, yet has maintained its art 

nouveau character and charm. Visit the spa to sample one of the many therapies and 

treatments on offer. Alternatively relax your muscles in the indoor swimming pool, 

accessible upon surcharge, or have a workout in the fitness center. Be impressed by the 

town's surroundings and beautiful views, which pleased Mariánské Lázně's many 

famous visitors over the years. Below you find some pictures of the Hotel Spa. 
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THE RESTAURANT RECOMMENDED BY ST. HUBERTUS HUNTING TOURS 

 

 
The dining room of restaurant 

  

This family restaurant (10 minutes drive by Mariánské Lazně) will astonish you with its 

welcoming dining room and its delicious dishes prepared wish fresh ingredients. The 

gastronomical offer is focus on meat, games and fish. To follow some delicatessen you 

will taste during your stay: home made foie gras, quail eggs with salmon caviar, tartare 

steak, lamb ribs cooked in a vine sauce, red deer steak cooked in its own sauce with 

mushrooms and Madeira. Dobrou Chut – Bon Apetit….. 

 

 

 

ST HUBERTUS HUNTING TOURS 
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OFFER N. 6/2018 - PRE-BOOKING 2019 

MOUFLON HUNTING IN SOUTHERN CZECH  

2000 HECTARES FREE RANGE 
 

 

 
A mouflon shot in the grounds of this offer 

 

THE HUNTING GROUNDS 

 

The mouflon hunting days will occur in open grounds set in the central part of a 

protected natural area mainly covered with mixed forests (broad-leaved and conifer 

forests). This hunting area was well known since Middle Ages and also King Charles 

IV was used to hunt there. Today’s hunting guests are bewitched by amazing landscapes 

and hunting in these historical hunting grounds is an experience of a lifetime. 

Mouflons, red deer, wild boars are the main games. A population of sika deer is present 

as well. Nice trophies are shot each hunting season. A skilled hunting staff assure a 

flawless organization of the hunting days.  
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A view of the hunting area 

 

OUR OFFER 

 

4 HUNTING DAYS – 4 NIGHTS IN THE HUNTING LODGE 

-  Administration Fee 

-  Individual Hunting Guide – 4 hunting days 

- Czech hunting license + Obligatory insurance 

- 4 nights in hunting lodge full board 

 

Total amount of fixed charges: 531 € 

 

Trophy game - mouflon - CIC points EUR* 

Up to 150 230 

150,01-155 250 

155,01-160 290 

160,01-165 400 

165,01-170 485 

170,01-175 635 

175,01-180 750 

180,01-185 990 

185,01-190 1215 

190,01-195 1300 

    195,01-200 1500 

200,01-205: 1500 € + 50 € each additional CIC Point  

205,01-210: 1750 € + 110 € each additional CIC Point  

210,01-220: 2300 € + 155 € each additional CIC Point  

220,01-230: 3850 € + 190 € each additional CIC Point  

230,01 + : 5750 € + 225 each additional CIC Point  
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Wounding rams: 50 % of value  

Wounding sheep, lamb 25 

Trophy preparation by boiling and blanching 55 

Cutting of head with neck for the taxidermy 30 

Skin 70 
 

 

OTHER SERVICES  

 

Transport from and to Prague Airport. Price based on number of passengers 

Rifle Rental: 25 € per day to be paid directly to the hunting guide 

 

THE HUNTING LODGE 

A pleasant stay is guaranteed by a cozy hunting logde located in the hunting grounds. 

The hunting lodge has 11 beds, a kitchen and a large dining room. On demand the 

hunting staff can provide meals.  

 

SOME PICTURES OF THE HUNTING LODGE 
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